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Welcome to ECU Trucking, an ECU Worldwide company. 

ECU Trucking is a standalone service offering all types of truck transportation in 
North America. These services are accessible independently of ECU Worldwide’s 
international services. Therefore, you could use ECU Trucking when booking with 
another co-loader or just purely for domestic freight.

We know the forwarding industry. We know the challenges a forwarder 
encounters when contracting ground transportation services.  ECU Trucking is 
the solution to all these challenges, tailoring our processes to make domestic 
logistics more efficient.

ECU Trucking is a neutral ground transportation management company, focused 
on providing its services to Freight Forwarders and NVOCC’s.

ECU Trucking is based on the ground transportation model ECU Worldwide 
has implemented and improved over the years. We understand the importance 
of domestic trucking and have combined technology, experienced team, and 
aggressive rates to exceed your requirements.



We offer complete service and coverage 
for all USA/Canada ports and ramps by 
partnering with over 120 Intermodal carriers, 
stevedoring companies, and portside 
operation facilities.  

How are we different?
 ö Dedicated drayage team specializing in 
working with freight forwarders

 ö Online Quotes, Dispatch, and Tracking

 ö Interchange with every steamship line

 ö Trans-loading opportunities to reduce cost 
and improve operation

 ö OOG Drayage: For your Ocean Projects, Flat 
Racks, and OT OOG, we offer solutions for 
stevedoring with a stevedoring partner at 
the port and a heavy-haul carrier
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Container 
Drayage



LTL  LTL transportation is very important for 
forwarders and cargo agents. At ECU Trucking 
we work hard to avoid the challenges of 
matching domestic transportation processes 
with the way international logistics operates.

Our goal is to be competitive, easy, and 
compatible with your business. We do this by 
building a unique LTL Vendor Portfolio, with 
conditions and formulas designed for the 
forwarding industry.

How are we different?
 ö All LTL rates are based on density: No NMFC 
required.  No more costly re-classifications 
based on commodity. You only need weight 
and dimensions (or total volume)

 ö Freight Charge Audit: Our team inspects all 
charges from the carrier immediately after 
delivery and sends courtesy notification of any 
added charges

 ö Invoices are closed within 2 business days 
after delivery

 ö Over 50 National, Regional, and Local LTL 
Carriers

 ö Competitive rates

 ö TSA Carriers available

 ö 5-Star service rating displayed for each carrier03

(Less than a truck load)



Gain access to a network of over 7OOO 
highly qualified FTL carriers for Dry Vans, 
Reefer, Special Equipment, oversize/
overweight, etc.  

We match good rates with capacity and 
reliability to achieve our customer’s 
requirements.  We also offer access to get 
instant FTL rates online.

How are we different?
 ö Quote, book, and track FTL shipments 
online

 ö Work with a dedicated FTL team that 
specializes in working with freight 
forwarders

 ö Quick access to cover loads

 ö ECU Trucking closes invoices within 2 
business days after delivery.

 ö ECU Trucking keeps records of carriers’ 
performance licenses and insurance04

FTL and 
Project Cargo



What is Transloading?
Transloading is the process of moving a 
shipment from one mode of transport to 
another. This typically involves the transfer 
of cargo from a container to a dry van.  For 
example, a container is picked up from 
the port, brought to a local warehouse for 
unloading, and then re-loaded onto an LTL or 
FTL carrier for final delivery.

 ö Avoid expensive per diem charges

 ö Arrange deliveries to multiple locations

 ö Transfer floor loaded containers into 
palletized cargo.

How it works
 ö ECU Trucking coordinates drayage of 
container from the port to a local warehouse

 ö Cargo is unloaded from container  
(and palletized if needed)

 ö LTL or FTL carrier picks up palletized cargo 
from warehouse and makes final delivery

Transloading 
Services
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What is Intermodal Shipping?
Intermodal shipping involves moving 
containers using multiple modes of 
transportation.  This allows cargo to move 
seamlessly from port to rail to over-the-road. 

 ö Take advantage of lower costs with more 
predictable pricing

 ö Flexibility of loading and unloading goods in 
a dropped trailer environment

 ö Gain access to more equipment and 
standardized transit schedules

 ö Streamline reverse logistics to providing 
additional savings

 ö Most competitive for shipments over 1000 
miles

 ö Environmentally friendly

How it works
 ö ECU Trucking coordinates drayage of 
container from the port to the nearest rail 
ramp

 ö Container is then transferred from the truck 
chassis to a rail car

 ö Cargo moves via rail to the next intermodal 
ramp where it is then transferred back to a 
drayage carrier for final delivery

Intermodal  
Services
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Quote
Use the quotation tool to get as many LTL 
quotes as you need, make sure to include the 
following information:

 ö Origin Zip code

 ö Destination zip code

 ö Weight

 ö Dimensions or volume

 ö # of pieces

Request access to our TMS

(Transportation Management System)
To setup, an account with ECU Trucking, 
contact sales@ecutrucking.com, and our 
team will guide you with the further details
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Transportation 
Management 
System



Key 
Contacts

Drayage Quotes
drayage@ecutrucking.com 

LTL and FTL Quotes
quotes@ecutrucking.com 

LTL Dispatch Team
dispatch@ecutrucking.com 

LTL Customer Service Team
customersupport@ecutrucking.com 

Truckload Customer Service Team
truckload@ecutrucking.com 

Invoice Questions
receivables@ecutrucking.com 

Phone: (833) ECU-SHIP / (833) 328-7447

Operation Hours: 8:30 a.m. – 7:30 p.m. ET08



2401 NW 69TH Street, Miami FL 33147
(833)  ECU-SHIP  |  (833)  328-7447

www.ecutrucking.com


